
Secure your ebike fleets 
and enjoy your growth ride



Bring intelligence to your ebikes
Introducing the connected brain for your ebikes: the eBikeLabs vehicle controller 

Take full control over your fleets
The vehicle controller opens unprecedented edge-computing capabilities

Minimized Maintenance 
Makes it easier than ever to take care of each ebike of 
the fleet.

Predict failures before they can occur

Cure them using 1 min complete remote diagnostic 
with step-by-step guide

Prevent parts from excessive wear

Do nothing and save: 
Replace hardware components with algorithms: 
pedaling torque, odometer, motor position, 
temperature... 

Streaming 
data analytics

AI

Embedded self-diagnosis
and self-repair

Invisible Anti Theft 
Inseparable electronic motor locking systems lock the wheel of your ebikes using the motor 
itself.  By activating the lock using the app, riders turn their ebikes into non functional vehicles.

Maximize security:  the only way to bypass the lock is to 
destroy the motor

Don’t rely on battery: the lock works even with empty battery

Prevent parts theft: battery and vehicle controller are paired, 
making it impossible for them to work separately

Surprise thieves: alarm and security lights activate in case of 
unauthorized use 

And much more!

Protect 
Capital 

Investment

Reduce 
Operational 

Costs

Safe and Enjoyable Rides 
Safety technologies allow to keep your riders 
safe and happy.  

Remotely set acceleration restrictions

Prevent riders from reaching excessive 
speed 

Ensure smooth and progressive riding 
experience 

eBikeLabs 
Vehicle 

Controller

Safety

Vehicle behaviour 
control

Over-the-air 
firmware updates

Increase 
Customer 

Loyalty



eBikeLabs plug-and-play platform
Complete solution when launching from scratch or custom tailored products and 
services to enhance your ebike sharing fleet

Ebike manufacturers

Drive system 
providers

Fleet insurance

Ebike repair 
shops

IoT device providers

Ebike technical and 
design consulting 
services

Shared micro mobility 
best practices

Partner 
network

Consulting Vehicle controller and fleet 
management services

Why partner with us:
Fast time to market
Easy integration
Patented technology
Compliance with EU LEV regulations
Guaranteed ongoing support and maintenance

                       About

eBikeLabs was built with a mission to accelerate the 
adoption of electrical bicycles into cities.  

Because we believe that ebikes are the best answer to 
mobility demands - they are fast, for everyone, they fit 
city infrastructure, good for environment and health. 

At eBikeLabs we remain committed to our mission by 
helping mobility operators to deploy large ebike fleets 
into cities all around the world.

contact@ebikelabs.com

www.ebikelabs.com

www.linkedin.com/company/ebikelabs
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